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Increased security measures for G-8
Summit Meeting and G-20 Summit Meeting
Toronto
The Security Committee of ALPA International has
issued the following Security Bulletin:

Background
The Government of Canada will host the G8 Summit in
Huntsville/Deerhurst, Ontario from June 25-26, 2010 and
the G20 Summit in Toronto, Ontario from June 26-27,
2010. For safety and security reasons, Class F restricted
airspace will be established around the summit locations.
Because many world leaders and VIPs are anticipated to
attend these events, protest activity may occur.
Consequently, security measures throughout the area,
including the airspace around Lester B. Pearson
International Airport (CYYZ), will be enhanced during
this period. Government authorities advise that added
security precautions will be mostly transparent. Currently,
there is no credible information or intelligence indicating
any specific threat or heightened security concern.
However, normal operations may be impacted as a result
of extraordinary measures implemented to ensure the
safety and security of diplomats, dignitaries, and the general population. Impact of airspace restrictions on airline
operations should be minimal, but crewmembers are
encouraged to pay particular attention to NOTAMS and
security regulations governing flight crew ramp movement. You are also urged to maintain heightened situational awareness in and around airport facilities during
this time period, as well as when in hotel and urban environments.

Summary of airspace changes
The accompanying graphic depicts the designated Class
“F” Restricted Airspace that will be established around
the summit locations from June 24 to June 28. Note that a
portion of the affected area is a Temporary Flight
Restriction (TFR) in US airspace northwest of BUF.
Under the authority of the Canadian Government, any
unauthorized aerial activity will be subjected to intercept
by military aircraft. Details on airspace structure, general
operating rules and procedures that will be in effect during the Summit periods are published in Transport Canada
Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) Supplement
28/10:
This chart is for guidance only and should not be used
for navigation.
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Recommendations
Review any/all company bulletins/information regarding the G8/G20 event
Review any/all Transport Canada directives, AIP circulars/supplements, NOTAMS, etc., related to airspace restrictions and
procedural considerations
Expect enhanced security measures and the possibility of delays at the airport and in and around the city of Toronto
Avoid demonstrations as they can quickly escalate into violence
Stay abreast of local events and be aware of your surroundings at all times
Plan extra travel time, as demonstrations and motorcades may delay vehicular traffic and precipitate road closures
Expect increased airport and mass transit activity.
Be mindful of an increase in pickpocket and other forms of criminal activity
Avoid areas near embassies and consulates, if possible
Remember that demands on police and other emergency response services may delay response to calls for assistance
Although the possibility of military intercept is remote, please review CFS Section F—Emergency Procedures—Interception
of Civil Aircraft

IFALPA provides this data for information only, In all cases pilots should follow their
company’s guidance and procedures.
In the interests of flight safety, reproduction of this bulletin in whole or in part is encouraged. It may not be offered for sale or used
commercially. All reprints must credit IFALPA.

